
Zoom Icebreakers & Games

Source: littlestuff.me/zoom-icebreakers

ZOOM-AROUND-MY-ROOM (ALPHABET HUNT)
Synopsis
In this team-building exercise, with participants divided into breakout groups, teams must race to complete the alphabet with 
objects they have present in their current environment (example, A is for armchair, B is for bookshelf, etc.)

Ideal Group Size
Any size

Notes and Tips for Host
Ÿ Don’t read the game synopsis to your participants or give away the objective right away or they will begin inventorying their 

environment immediately and you’ll lose their attention. Simply read the instructions in the order given (see section below).
Ÿ You as host will need to be very familiar with facilitating breakout rooms. If you need instruction, please check out a tutorial on 

YouTube. This one is recommended: https://youtu.be/dNCrdSnnqiU 
Ÿ This icebreaker can only be played once and should take about 10-15 minutes including instructions.
Ÿ Decide in advance how many breakout groups you will use. Ideal room/group size is between 3-5 participants, though there 

really is no limit to the group size.
Ÿ Before providing instructions to your participants on how to play the game, please do the following:
 - Assign participants to breakout rooms but do not start the rooms yet (i.e., “create” but do not “open” the rooms).
 - From each room list, choose a participant who you will ask to serve as team scribe when you give the instructions below. 

If you know your participants, try to choose individuals who are cool under pressure.
 - Select a time limit for the room (i.e., “room closes automatically after...”). 
  > Three minutes will be an intense game where teams will not likely complete the full alphabet and the winner will be 

decided by which team has completed the most letters. 
  > Four minutes should allow most teams to complete more than 90% of the alphabet. 
  > Alternately, you can set no time limit and allow participants to “return to the main session” when they complete their 

list or give up. Fastest team is the winner. Note that this may be difficult for you to determine if multiple groups are 
coming back in at the same time.

Ÿ Do you want to include the letter X? Most homes/offices won’t have x-rays or xylophones! Decide in advance if you want to 
make that one a freebie. Alternately, you might decide to include it but let your participants know in advance that a 
“xylograph” is any engraved wooden object. You might allow them to use X-mas for any Christmas decor, tree, etc. Or, you may 
decide to allow participants to �ll that spot with an object beginning with “Ex”. Whatever the case, decide on a clear rule before 
giving the instructions.

Instructions to Read to Participants
Ÿ I have divided you into  teams. In a moment I will separate you into your teams in breakout rooms. # 
Ÿ I have chosen an individual from each team to serve as team scribe. [Indicate who each scribe will be or ask if they are willing.] 

Scribes, before we proceed, please get a sheet of paper and write the alphabet in a vertical column on the left hand side.
[Allow time for scribes to complete the task before giving the next instruction.]

Ÿ Your challenge will be as follows. As a team, for each letter of the alphabet, you must �nd an object in your current 
environment that begins with that letter.

Ÿ You must physically see the object in order to record it. For example, if you know something is in your fridge, it is not enough. 
You have to get up and go open your fridge and physically lay your eyes on it before your scribe can record it.

Ÿ You must only record an item by it’s name, not by a descriptor. For instance, “yellow chair” cannot be listed for Y.
Ÿ [Include your instructions for the letter X.]
Ÿ [Include your instructions for the time limit based on what you have decided to do.]
Ÿ Does anyone have any questions before I open the rooms?

NOTE: At the end of the game, you may choose to have teams share their lists to vet the items, or simply ask them for the total # of 
letters �lled. What you choose to do may depend on the amount of time you have available, the number of teams you have 
competing, and how competitive or relaxed your teams are.
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